
6 класс. Годовая контрольная работа по английскому языку 

Task 1.Read the text and write which statements after the text are true and 

which of them are false. 

 

Do Animals Matter? 

We know about and can give names to about one million animals. But there are more 

than thirty million species of animals in the world. Every year some of these species 

disappear and we never see them again. But with thirty million different species, do 

one or two matter? Different people give different answers to this question, but more 

and more people are saying, “Of course they do — they are all important!” So why 

do people think that? One answer is this: animals make the world a richer place, a 

more interesting and a more beautiful place for us to live in. Secondly, animals help 

us in many important ways. They give us meat to eat and milk to drink, and we can 

make things to wear from their coats. Scientists learn a lot from animals and this 

helps them to understand people. Doctors take things from animals, alive or dead, to 

help sick people. Thirdly, it is natural for us to protect animals because we are 

animals too. Many of these living things are in danger. Without our help, a lot more 

animals are going to die. People and animals live in one world. Our land is their land; 

our trees are their trees; our rivers are their rivers. We want to protect animals 

because at the same time we are protecting our world. 

 

Statements: 

1. People know all the animals living on the planet Earth. 

2. A few species become extinct every year. 

3. There are several reasons proving that all animals are important. 

4. Animals give us a lot of things  that we use. 

5. We protect animals because we  want to get more useful things 

from them. 

 

Task 2.Choose the right form of the verb to complete the sentences. 

1. Be quick! In a minute Ann ___ turning on the television. 

a) is b) will be c) was 

2. Jane ___ that lonely island, now she can give you all the details of her trip. 

a) visited b) has visited c) had visited 

3. If Jane ___ home early, we shall go to the beach. 

a) will come b) comes c) is coming 

4. When I come home, my mother ___ my favourite pies. 

a) will cook b) will be cooking c) is going to cook 

5. I ___ always lay the table on Sundays. 

a) will be b) used c) will 

6. Jane ___ her father very much. 

a) has resembled b) resembles c) was resembling 

 

Task 3.Express the same in English. 



A.1. Австралию часто посещают туристы. 2. Стол скоро накроют. 

3.Альпинистов спасли вчера. 4. Джона заставят прочитать лекцию по истории 

Шотландии. 5. Письма были отправлены вчера. 

B.1. Я видела, как Алиса вешала картину в столовой. 2.Мы не заметили, что 

Давид ушел. 3. Джон не ожидал, что получит пятерку по географии. 4. Я хочу, 

чтобы медсестра измерила рост моего брата (height). 

 

Task 4.Choose the right item. 

1.Americans celebrate ___ on the 4th of July. 

a) Independence Day    b) Halloween 

2.There were ___ colonies in America in 1773. 

a) 13       b) 19 

3.There are ___ cents in a nickel. 

a) five    b) ten 

4.There are   stars on the American flag. 

a) 50      b) 51 

5.The capital of Australia is ___. 

a) Sydney    b) Canberra 

6.Australia is divided into ___ states and two territories. 

a) five      b) six 

7.In Australia winter conies in  ___. 

a) January     b) July 

8.Buffalo can be found ___  in Australia. 

a) only      b) not only 

9.The  ___ are mammals that lay eggs. 

a) duckbill and the anteater     b) anteater and the lyrebird 

10.The  ___ is perhaps the best known of Australia’s animals. 

a) dingo     b) kangaroo 

 

Task 5.Open the brackets to complete the story. 

Buck's Voyage 

Day and night the ship sailed on. One day was very like another, but Buck noticed 

that the weather (grow)1 colder. At last, one morning, the ship (stop)2, and everyone 

on board (excite)3. Buck (feel)4 (excite)5, as (do)6 the other dogs, and he (know)7 that 

a change (come)8 soon. Francis (put)9 a rope round them, and (bring)10 them off the 

ship. At the first step, Buck’s feet (go)11 down in something very like mud. It (be)12 

white and soft. More of this white stuff (fall)13 through the air. Buck (shake)14 

himself, but more of it (fall)15 on him. He (smell)16 it curiously, then (taste)17 some of 

it on his tongue. It was his first snow. 

                                           

 

 

 

 

 



Task 6.Complete the sentences by putting the right verb in: to give, to make, to 

look, to take. 

1.”I would like you to ___ down carefully what I’m telling you,” said the professor. 

2.The crossword is very difficult but I’m not going to ___ up. 3.I’ve asked my aunt to 

___ after my pet while I’m away. 4.Betty ___ after her granny. She is a workaholic. 

5.I ask you to ___ these tapes back to the laboratory. 6. It is not necessary to read the 

article attentively, just ___ it through. 7. I’d like a vegetarian pizza, please. And I’m 

going to ___ it away. 8. Let’s ___ it up and never quarrel again. 

 

Task 7.Put in the articles where necessary. 

1. What is ___ barometer? 2. ___ Weathermen collect ___ information about ___ 

weather. 3. Have you ever been to ___ National Gallery? 4. What is ___ weather like 

at ___ North Pole? 5. ___ Snakes are  ___ reptiles. 6.Give me ___ collection of ___ 

stamps you bought yesterday. 7. ___ Nuclear waste endangers people’s lives. 8. 

What  ___ exciting information it is! 9. ___ War of Independence began in 1771. 10. 

How many judges does ___ Supreme Court consist of? 

 

Task 8.Insert the right prepositions where necessary to complete the sentences. 

1. Nothing can influence ___ my final decision. 2. May I have a little bit ___this 

wonderful cake? 3. Why is this room ___ such a terrible mess? 4. ___ what baker’s 

do you buy such wonderful bread? 5. This tune reminds me ___ the song I heard long 

ago. 6. He doesn’t know how to earn  ___ his living. 7. Sam is a very good student, 

he is ___ the top of his class. 8. Let’s rest ___ a while and then go back to work. 9. Is 

your brother going to enter ___ university? 10. When you want my help, I’ll be ___ 

your service. 11. We have very few facts ___  this species. 12.How many 

amendments ___ the American Constitution are there? 13. Are you going to vote ___ 

the law or ___ it? 14. You should have more respect ___ the law. 15. Is this book 

suitable ___ your report? 


